Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and its copolymers are key polymers, displaying properties such as flexibility and electroactive responses, including piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity, and ferroelectricity. In the past several years, they have been applied in numerous applications, such as memory, transducers, actuators, and energy harvesting and have shown thriving prospects in the ongoing research and commercialization process. The crystalline polymorphs of PVDF can present nonpolar α, ε phase and polar β, γ, and δ phases with different processing methods. The copolymers, such as poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)), can crystallize directly into a phase analogous to the β phase of PVDF. Since the β phase shows the highest dipole moment among polar phases, many reproducible and efficient methods producing β-phase PVDF and its copolymer have been proposed. In this review, PVDF and its copolymer films prepared by spin-coating and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method are introduced, and relevant characterization techniques are highlighted. Finally, the development of memory, artificial synapses, and medical applications based on PVDF and its copolymers is elaborated.
Introduction
Ferroelectric thin films have attracted increasing interest because of their unique features, which can be exploited in many technologies and fields, such as nonvolatile memories [1, 2] , sensors, actuators, and energy harvesting. Compared with bulk ceramics, ferroelectric thin films show great advantages for specified applications, including energy efficiency and scalability [3] . As important members of ferroelectrics, organic ferroelectric polymers display flexibility, dielectric properties, electroactive response, and are produced via a simple fabrication process, which could allow their use for flexible displays and photovoltaic cells [4, 5] . As organic ferroelectric materials, poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and its copolymers typically show better overall performance than their counterparts (e.g., nylon-11 [6] , croconic acid [7] , and diisopropylammonium bromide (DIPA-B) [8] ), thus they have been tested and adopted in a growing number of potential applications [9] .
PVDF, a nonconjugated linear fluorinated hydrocarbon, is formed by the repeating unit -(CH 2 -CF 2 )-, which carries a vacuum dipole moment of µ ν = 7 × l0 −30 Cm (2 Debyes) pointing roughly from the negative fluorine atom to the positive hydrogen atom [10, 11] . PVDF is reported to be able to crystallize into at least five polymorphs, identified as α, β, γ, δ, and ε phases on the basis of the different chain conformations and packing of molecules [4, 11, 12] . With trans bond (t) for a dihedral angle of about 180 • and left/right gauche bond (g + /g -) for dihedral angles of about ±60 • , Figure 1 shows the three chain conformations optimized by density functional theory (DFT) calculation [12] . The chain conformations and packing of the molecules directly affect the orientation of dipoles which are rigidly attached to the chain [10] . Thus, among these polymorphs, the α phase shows no macroscopic polarization, while the remaining β, γ, and δ phases are polar. Roughly, by summing up the aforementioned μν in a unit volume, the spontaneous polarization of the β phase is calculated to be 0.13 C/m 2 , about twice that of γ and δ phases [10] . More detailed information about the dipole moment and the polarizability has also been derived from the DFT calculations [14] [15] [16] and the molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) [17] . Figure 1 . Three representative chain conformations of tg + tgfor the α and δ phase, tttt for the β phase, and tttg + tttgfor γ and ε phase. Reproduced from [12] , with permission from Springer Nature, 2012.
Higher spontaneous polarization of β phase makes it present better pyroelectric, piezoelectric, and ferroelectric properties, when compared to the other four phases and some of PVDF's counterparts. There is a brief comparison listed in Table 1 . Many approaches to obtaining β phase have been suggested, as shown in Figure 2 . The melt of PVDF needs to be subjected to specific conditions (e.g., ultra-fast cooling, and high pressure and temperature) to form β phase. Mechanical stretching is also commonly used to convert the α phase of PVDF to β phase. Solvent casting and the addition of fillers provide more convenient processes [18] . Additionally, copolymers of PVDF such as poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) and poly(vinylidene fluoridetetrafluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TeFE)), have offered a straightforward approach to obtaining the electroactive phase [10] . Amid various methods proposed to obtain the β phase of PVDF and its copolymer, both spin-coating and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methods have proven to be effective [18, 19] . Table 1 . Comparison of the piezoelectric, the pyroelectric coefficients, and the spontaneous polarization different material systems.
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|p3| 10 -6 C/(m 2 K) |d33| 10 -12 C/N Ps C/m 2 PVDF 27.4 [20] 24-34 [21] 0.065 [22, 23] P(VDF-TrFE) bulk films 7.6-30.4 [24] 34 [25] 0.02-0.08 [ Three representative chain conformations of tg + tgfor the α and δ phase, tttt for the β phase, and tttg + tttgfor γ and ε phase. Reproduced from [12] , with permission from Springer Nature, 2012.
Higher spontaneous polarization of β phase makes it present better pyroelectric, piezoelectric, and ferroelectric properties, when compared to the other four phases and some of PVDF's counterparts. There is a brief comparison listed in Table 1 . Many approaches to obtaining β phase have been suggested, as shown in Figure 2 . The melt of PVDF needs to be subjected to specific conditions (e.g., ultra-fast cooling, and high pressure and temperature) to form β phase. Mechanical stretching is also commonly used to convert the α phase of PVDF to β phase. Solvent casting and the addition of fillers provide more convenient processes [18] . Additionally, copolymers of PVDF such as poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) and poly(vinylidene fluoride-tetrafluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TeFE)), have offered a straightforward approach to obtaining the electroactive phase [10] . Amid various methods proposed to obtain the β phase of PVDF and its copolymer, both spin-coating and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methods have proven to be effective [18, 19] . Table 1 . Comparison of the piezoelectric, the pyroelectric coefficients, and the spontaneous polarization different material systems.
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Polymers 2019, 11 Approaches for obtaining the β phase of PVDF. From the melt, the α phase, or by solvent casting and adding fillers. Reproduced form [18] , with permission from Elsevier, 2014.
In this review, the preparation of PVDF and its copolymer films via spin-coating method and Langmuir-Blodgett method are introduced. Based on these films, the mechanism of polarization switching is then summarized. Finally, several promising applications using the aforementioned films (e.g., electronic and medical devices) are outlined.
Preparation

Spin-Coating Method
Due to the simple process and good quality of prepared films, there has been a considerable amount of research on prompting the formation of β phase in spin-coated PVDF films [18, 22, 25, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The general process can roughly be divided into three steps: solution preparation, spin-coating, and annealing. In this review, the preparation of PVDF and its copolymer films via spin-coating method and Langmuir-Blodgett method are introduced. Based on these films, the mechanism of polarization switching is then summarized. Finally, several promising applications using the aforementioned films (e.g., electronic and medical devices) are outlined.
Preparation
Spin-Coating Method
Due to the simple process and good quality of prepared films, there has been a considerable amount of research on prompting the formation of β phase in spin-coated PVDF films [18, 22, 25, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The general process can roughly be divided into three steps: solution preparation, spin-coating, and annealing. Figure 3 shows the general process flow of preparing a PVDF-based solution for spin-coating. In the process flow, it is notable that the solvent used, nucleating fillers added, and concentration influence the subsequent steps. Firstly, as PVDF and its copolymers are dissolvable in many kinds of organic polar solvents (e.g., diethyl carbonate, dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)), subtle variations deriving from the solvent used have been reported. Nishiyama et al. evaluated how the solvent evaporation rate and solvent type influence the crystal formation in spin-coated PVDF films over time, and concluded that both the polymer-solvent electrostatic interactions and the evaporation conditions play important roles [42] . Additionally, Figure 3 shows the general process flow of preparing a PVDF-based solution for spin-coating. In the process flow, it is notable that the solvent used, nucleating fillers added, and concentration influence the subsequent steps. Firstly, as PVDF and its copolymers are dissolvable in many kinds of organic polar solvents (e.g., diethyl carbonate, dimethylformamide (DMF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)), subtle variations deriving from the solvent used have been Adapted from [19] , with permission from Springer Nature, 2018.
In the second step, the substrate temperature, rotational speed, and humidity are the main conditions that need to be adjusted to promote the formation of β phase and reduce the surface roughness of thin films. Ramasundaram et al. prepared a PVDF thin film containing crystalline β phase by heat-controlled spin-coating directly, without adding fillers or making post-treatments [38] . Samples were prepared under different temperatures, and the results show that elevated temperatures (40, 50, 60 , and 70 • C) facilitated the crystallization of β phase, while low temperatures (20 and 30 • C) promoted α phase crystallization [38] . The influence of rotation speed on the β-phase content in PVDF films was studied, and the conclusion showed that high rotation speed and low solvent concentration benefited the formation of β phase in the films [25, 40] . This can be ascribed to the shear and elongation forces stretching the polymer chains, promoting the α-to-β-phase transformation during rotation [40] .
Finally, annealing the film in an elevated temperature is commonly done to improve the morphology and β-phase content of films. Cardoso et al. point out that β-phase content decreases with elevated annealing temperature, because the faster solvent evaporation and film crystallization facilitate the formation of α phase [40] . However, without annealing, the solvent evaporation rate is so slow that pores form in the resulting films, which may hamper their subsequent application [39] . Annealing between 30 and 80 • C immediately after spin-coating increases the solvent evaporation rate and ensures a film with both smooth and flat surface and high β-phase content.
Aside from annealing, there are other post-treatments, such as stretching and electrical polarizing, that can be successively applied to the films to improve β phase or generate other phases [19] . Note that the overlooked polar δ-phase PVDF can be formed by applying a short electrical pulse to PVDF film spin-coated under elevated substrate temperatures [51] . Kim et al. investigated the effect of alkaline treatment on spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) films, and they suggested that the treated films showed degradation of the remanent polarization and small change in the surface roughness [54] .
Compared with PVDF, copolymers of PVDF with trifluoroethylene (TrFE) and tetrafluoroethylene (TeFE) crystallize readily from the melt into polar β phase, and the cause was well analyzed by Furukawa et al. [10] . After proper post-treatment, the crystallinity of the copolymers can exceed 90% [13] . Thus the abovementioned spin-coating method is also applicable for P(VDF-TrFE) and P(VDF-TeFE), and the process can be even more convenient than PVDF [25] . 
Langmuir-Blodgett Deposition
By spin-coating, it is convenient to prepare β-phase PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films with thickness ranging from tens to thousands of nanometers and even thicker. However, to make ultra-thin or even two-dimensional films at a thickness of several nanometers, LB deposition is superior [27, 55, 56] .
Together with Blodgett and Schaefer, Langmuir developed technology for obtaining single/multiple molecular monolayer(s) by spreading the amphiphilic molecules onto water and then transferring to a substrate vertically or horizontally [11] , as shown in Figure 4a . Although PVDF and its copolymers are not amphiphiles, amphiphilic properties are not necessary for LB deposition [57] . The Langmuir films of PVDF and its copolymer can be prepared from solutions of 0.01%-0.10% weight concentration in DMSO or acetone. By spreading a small amount of solution, the molecules floating on the water surface can be compressed by a moving barrier to form a dense monolayer. Important information about the monolayer state on a water surface can be obtained from the pressure-area isotherm-the dependence of the surface pressure on film area, as illustrated in Figure 4b . floating on the water surface can be compressed by a moving barrier to form a dense monolayer. Important information about the monolayer state on a water surface can be obtained from the pressure-area isotherm-the dependence of the surface pressure on film area, as illustrated in Figure  4b . Since both acetone and DMSO are soluble in water, they can carry a significant quantity of the material into the bulk of the water. In order to minimize the loss of material, precautions such as depositing the solution in small drops and allowing time between drops for the solution to spread out on the surface must be taken [11] . It is proposed that when the surface pressure reaches about 5 mN/m, polymer molecules are closely packed with the polymer chains on the surface plane of water [27, 57] . By depositing at a surface pressure slightly above 5 mN/m, films of 2-3 nm thickness, with several modular layers, can be obtained, and the defects in the film are more obvious, as well [41] . Depositing at significantly high surface pressures forms poor samples [11] .
To get thicker films, successive deposition can be carried out following horizontal transferring and drying the film. It is recommended to obtain each layer from different spots on the trough surface [11] . Then, the completed samples need to be annealed at 120 °C, for at least 1 hour. Further details of the deposition method and conditions are summarized in [23, [57] [58] [59] .
Compared with PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) can be directly processed into ferroelectric phase after annealing at an appropriate temperature, which makes investigations of ferroelectric neat PVDF films rare. However, due to the inherent low Curie temperature and thermal stability, large-scale integration of P(VDF-TrFE) is hindered. Thermal treatment causes not only instability of the remanent polarization but also crystal growth and an increase in surface roughness. These factors are sure to diminish the robustness of ferroelectric microelectronic devices, such as unacceptable leakage Since both acetone and DMSO are soluble in water, they can carry a significant quantity of the material into the bulk of the water. In order to minimize the loss of material, precautions such as depositing the solution in small drops and allowing time between drops for the solution to spread out on the surface must be taken [11] . It is proposed that when the surface pressure reaches about 5 mN/m, polymer molecules are closely packed with the polymer chains on the surface plane of water [27, 57] . By depositing at a surface pressure slightly above 5 mN/m, films of 2-3 nm thickness, with several modular layers, can be obtained, and the defects in the film are more obvious, as well [41] . Depositing at significantly high surface pressures forms poor samples [11] .
To get thicker films, successive deposition can be carried out following horizontal transferring and drying the film. It is recommended to obtain each layer from different spots on the trough surface [11] . Then, the completed samples need to be annealed at 120 • C, for at least 1 h. Further details of the deposition method and conditions are summarized in [23, [57] [58] [59] .
Compared with PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) can be directly processed into ferroelectric phase after annealing at an appropriate temperature, which makes investigations of ferroelectric neat PVDF films rare. However, due to the inherent low Curie temperature and thermal stability, large-scale integration of P(VDF-TrFE) is hindered. Thermal treatment causes not only instability of the remanent polarization but also crystal growth and an increase in surface roughness. These factors are sure to diminish the robustness of ferroelectric microelectronic devices, such as unacceptable leakage currents [51] . For ultra-thin P(VDF-TrFE) LB film, similar phenomena forming nanomesas or nanoislands were also reported [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . However, ultra-thin PVDF films can still remain continuous after the annealing process, and the corresponding prosperities have been verified by scanning probe microscopy (SPM), where the smooth morphology and writeable ferroelectric domains of LB PVDF films were examined [5] .
Characterization
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
FTIR spectroscopy of PVDF yields valuable information about its structure, allowing both qualitative identification and quantitative analysis of different crystal phases, which have been investigated thoroughly and extensively [18] . Although the assignment of some absorption bands remains disputable [65] , there can be exclusive peaks for different polymorphs, mainly α, β, and γ phases. Figure 5a shows the general FTIR spectra of a PVDF membrane. In addition to the FTIR spectra obtained by experimental measurements, the DFT calculations and the MDS were also utilized to analyze the vibrational properties of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) [14, 15, 17, [73] [74] [75] [76] . Wang et al. make detailed assignment for the vibrational spectra of α and β PVDF derived from DFT. The spectra were divided into five bands, corresponding to C-H stretching modes (Ι), C-H rocking modes (ΙΙ), C-H twisting and wagging modes (ΙΙΙ), -CH2 and -CF2 rocking and skeletal bending (ΙѴ and Ѵ), respectively [14] . Except for excellent agreement with the experimental results, the calculations indicate that peaks at 1347, 930, 463, and 449 cm -1 are potential references for further identification of the β phase of PVDF. Furthermore, Correia et al. compared the infrared peaks of defective and defect-free PVDF molecular chains of α and β conformation, and found that the presence of monomer inverted defects not only shifts, splits, and disappears existing peaks in the defect-free chains, but also gives rise to new peaks [17, 75] . The conclusion indicated that the splitting of infrared peaks observed experimentally could be related to the presence defects in polymer chains rather than the presence of different phases. Li et al. calculated the vibrational modes of β chains of PVDF according to the first principles and deduced that only the vibrational modes between 1330 and 1020 cm -1 were responsible for the spontaneous polarization according to their results [74] .
XRD
According to the aforementioned FTIR spectrum, it is easy to differentiate α phase from β and γ phases, but the β and γ phases can be easily confused. XRD results can work as a supplement for FTIR to distinguish β and γ phases [4] . Although studies have proposed and validated general The α phase of PVDF can be easily obtained by recrystallizing PVDF from melt at any temperature; therefore, the exclusive absorption bands of this phase can be easily detected [18] . The characteristic spectrum of α phase is at around 410, 489, 532, 614, 766, 795, 854, 975, 1149, 1209, 1383, and 1423 cm -1 with small wavenumber shifts (typically within 2 cm -1 ), possibly deriving from experimental uncertainty [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . The parallel version of α phase-δ phase-prepared by spin-coating was recently measured, and it showed a similar FTIR spectrum to α phase with the same absorption band locations, but different amplitudes [51] .
Because of the similar chain conformation of β and γ phases, some measurement results of the respective absorption bands in the literature are contradictory. For instance, the bands at 510 and 512 cm -1 belong to β and γ phase, respectively [69] . Owing to the close location, it is often not easy to distinguish between the two bands. For the 840 cm -1 absorption band, it has been accepted that the band is common to both β and γ phases, but it is a strong band only for the β phase, whereas it appears as a shoulder of the 833 cm -1 band for the γ phase [70, 71] . The absorption bands at 881, 1071, 1176, 1401, and 1431 cm -1 are also disputed [65] . Deconvolution is necessary in order to analyze the aforementioned overlapping bands.
However, there are still some obviously exclusive bands for β phase at around 445, 473, and 1279 cm -1 , while the 431, 482, 776, 812, and 1233 cm -1 bands correspond exclusively to the γ phase. Based on several unique bands of FTIR results, some methods for quantitatively analyzing the electroactive phases in samples have been developed. The method developed in [67] is widely used to calculate the percentage of β phase in films containing mainly α and β phase. Assuming that A α and A β are the respective absorbance at 766 and 840 cm -1 , the following equations are available:
where t represents the sample thickness; and C represents the average total monomer concentration, which is a constant for a specific sample and can be determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns. The α and β subscripts refer to the two crystalline phases, I 0 and I, are the incident and transmitted intensity radiations, respectively, K is the absorption coefficient at the respective wavenumber, and X is the degree of crystallinity of each phase. The values of K α and K β were determined as 6.1 × 10 4 and 7.7 × 10 4 cm 2 /mol, respectively [67] . In some papers, the constant C is often multiplied by K to generate a new variable for the absorption coefficient with the unit of µm -1 . For films containing α, β, and γ phases, quantitatively analyzing the electroactive phases is more sophisticated and can be achieved by a similar approach. The details are described in [72] .
In films containing mainly α and γ phases with little β phase, a similar equation is available:
where A α and A γ represent the absorbance at 766 and 833 cm -1 ; and K α and K γ are the absorption coefficients at the respective wave numbers. The value of K α is 0.365 µm -1 , while K γ is 0.150 µm -1 [67] . In addition to the FTIR spectra obtained by experimental measurements, the DFT calculations and the MDS were also utilized to analyze the vibrational properties of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) [14, 15, 17, [73] [74] [75] [76] . Wang et al. make detailed assignment for the vibrational spectra of α and β PVDF derived from DFT. The spectra were divided into five bands, corresponding to C-H stretching modes (I), C-H rocking modes (II), C-H twisting and wagging modes (III), -CH 2 and -CF 2 rocking and skeletal bending (IV and V), respectively [14] . Except for excellent agreement with the experimental results, the calculations indicate that peaks at 1347, 930, 463, and 449 cm -1 are potential references for further identification of the β phase of PVDF. Furthermore, Correia et al. compared the infrared peaks of defective and defect-free PVDF molecular chains of α and β conformation, and found that the presence of monomer inverted defects not only shifts, splits, and disappears existing peaks in the defect-free chains, but also gives rise to new peaks [17, 75] . The conclusion indicated that the splitting of infrared peaks observed experimentally could be related to the presence defects in polymer chains rather than the presence of different phases. Li et al. calculated the vibrational modes of β chains of PVDF according to the first principles and deduced that only the vibrational modes between 1330 and 1020 cm -1 were responsible for the spontaneous polarization according to their results [74] .
According to the aforementioned FTIR spectrum, it is easy to differentiate α phase from β and γ phases, but the β and γ phases can be easily confused. XRD results can work as a supplement for FTIR to distinguish β and γ phases [4] . Although studies have proposed and validated general procedures for phase identification based only on FTIR results [65] , XRD is still worthy of mention here, as shown in Figure 5b .
Similar to FTIR, the XRD results have also been thoroughly studied. The XRD pattern is summarized below, with 2θ ranging from 10 • to 45 • .
The α phase presents stronger diffraction peaks at 2θ = 17.66 • , 18.30 • , 19.90 • , and 26.56 • , corresponding to (100), (020), (110) , and (021) diffractions planes, respectively [69, 77, 78] . There are also four weak peaks at 33.2 • , 35.9 • , 38.8 • , and 41.1 • corresponding to (130) , (200) , (002), and (111) reflections of the monoclinic α phase, respectively [79] [80] [81] .
Upon the successful preparation of δ-phase neat PVDF, identification of the diffraction peaks was carried out, and results proved that the samples showed the same diffraction peaks as α phase, but the amplitude differed [51] .
For β phase, it has been reported that a well-defined strong peak at 2θ = 20.26 • is related to the total diffraction at (110) and (200) planes [69, 78] , whereas some researchers argue that a strong diffraction peak at 20.6 • and a weak peak at 36.3 • represent β phase [78, 80, 81] .
For γ phase, a superposition of peaks at 18.5 • and 19.2 • is associated with (020) and (002) planes. Some works have reported that a more intense peak at 2θ = 20.04 • corresponds to the (110) crystalline plane, while the close peak at 20.3 • is attributed to (110/101) planes. Besides, γ phase was found to have a weak peak at 26.8 • attributed to the (022) plane and a peak at 39.0 • for the (211) plane [18] .
Ferroelectric Capacitor
A ferroelectric capacitor can be fabricated by sandwiching a ferroelectric thin film between two electrodes, which is a commonly used device for obtaining the physical characteristics of the corresponding ferroelectric materials. Figure 6 shows each of the typical test circuits and corresponding results. Figure 6a illustrates the I-t curve at impulse voltage and the I-V response of ramp voltage. The switching and non-switching currents can be determined from the I-t curve, while the value of coercive voltage can be acquired from the I-V curve. The basic Sawyer-Tower circuit for hysteresis loop measurement is shown in Figure 6b , and a virtual ground is often added to avoid noise, as presented in the improved circuit. In Figure 6c , with a small signal superposed DC voltage bias, the circuit is used to measure the C-V curve. Temperature-related properties such as the Curie point can be determined by the circuits shown in Figure 6d ,e [82] .
There have been numerous papers about ferroelectric capacitors based on PVDF and its copolymers. Bune et al. observed a first-order ferroelectric phase transition with a transition temperature nearly equal to the bulk value in capacitors of ultra-thin P(VDF-TrFE) LB films. Moreover, they claimed that the thickness of these ultra-thin ferroelectric films reached the two-dimensional level [55] . Based on the experimental results of the corresponding capacitor, several groups have given different views on the switching dynamic of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) [83] [84] [85] . Polarization switching kinetics can also be studied by means of such ferroelectric capacitors [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] .
In the published literatures, a number of different materials have been deposited as the electrodes, including aluminum, platinum, gold, silver, copper, nickel, tungsten, and indium tin oxide (ITO). It seems that the choice of electrodes can influence the result. After the phenomenon of intrinsic switching in ultra-thin P(VDF-TrFE) LB films reported by Ducharme et al. [84] , some researchers ascribe it to the electrode interfaces [83] . Among those metals, aluminum is popular for the advantages of low deposition temperature and low work function. However, an Al 2 O 3 insulator layer may form between the ferroelectric film and the electrodes, affecting the result [93] . 
Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM)
SPM is a general term for several probe-related microscopes, such as atomic force microscope (AFM), electrostatic force microscope (EFM), and Kelvin probe force microscope (KFM) [94] . These technologies have been used to study ferroelectric materials [95] .
The piezoresponse force microscope (PFM) is a voltage-modulated version of AFM, and after Güthner et al. used it to research the local poling of ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE) film in 1992 [96] , it took several years for PFM to become a mainstream analytical tool of ferroelectrics. PFM is able to image and manipulate ferroelectric domains nondestructively, and the physical properties (e.g., domain wall dynamics, bias of nucleation, piezoelectric coefficients, and coercive voltage) can be measured directly [97] . There have been many books and papers describing the technical details of PFM comprehensively [94, 95, [98] [99] [100] [101] , and it is worth noting that the researchers need to understand the principle of PFM in order to avoid misinterpreting the data and drawing incorrect conclusions [97] .
Aside from ferroelectricity, there can be several other factors causing ferroelectric-like PFM response. Thus, it is essential to verify the existence of ferroelectricity by detecting domains in diverse polarization directions and switching the domain states hysteretically under applied electric fields [94, 97] . While testing ferroelectric capacitors, size effects have an important influence on the properties of ferroelectric films, such as coercive field and remanent polarization. The details of polarization switching properties degradation caused by shrunken thickness and lateral film size are presented elsewhere [1, 82] .
Aside from ferroelectricity, there can be several other factors causing ferroelectric-like PFM response. Thus, it is essential to verify the existence of ferroelectricity by detecting domains in diverse polarization directions and switching the domain states hysteretically under applied electric fields [94, 97] .
Physical Theory
In order to commercialize a material successfully, a predictive and robust understanding of the materials and related underlying mechanisms is necessary. For PVDF and its copolymers, the crystal structures and phase transitions have been studied in depth since the 1970s, and several significant books have reviewed this topic [11, 13] . Further research on the polarization switching dynamics has also been reported. Due to the great potential of ferroelectric PVDF and its copolymers, it is important to keep the polarization switching dynamics in mind, which will guide how to intentionally design with these materials and how fast the devices can work [90] .
In the study of ferroelectric barium titanate (BaTiO 3 ), Merz [102, 103] , Little [104] , Miller [105, 106] , and Fatuzzo [107] established the universal mechanism of polarization switching, which is generally expressed in three steps: nucleation, forward domain growth, and succedent sideways growth. Firstly, an electric field with opposite polarity to ferroelectric polarization stimulates the small nuclei of the domain to form at the grain boundaries or interfaces. Then, each nucleus grows forward until it reaches the opposite side and becomes a domain. Finally, domains grow sideways and start to unite. This continuous process does not stop until the polarization is completely reversed in the whole sample, as shown in Figure 7 [93] . 
In the study of ferroelectric barium titanate (BaTiO3), Merz [102, 103] , Little [104] , Miller [105, 106] , and Fatuzzo [107] established the universal mechanism of polarization switching, which is generally expressed in three steps: nucleation, forward domain growth, and succedent sideways growth. Firstly, an electric field with opposite polarity to ferroelectric polarization stimulates the small nuclei of the domain to form at the grain boundaries or interfaces. Then, each nucleus grows forward until it reaches the opposite side and becomes a domain. Finally, domains grow sideways and start to unite. This continuous process does not stop until the polarization is completely reversed in the whole sample, as shown in Figure 7 To date, there have been several detailed models proposed to quantitatively explain the mechanism of domain-derived polarization switching dynamics. Originally, in the Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model, the homogeneous formation of numerous nucleations and subsequent forward and sideways domain growth was assumed [89, 90, 108, 109] . Next, Tagantsev et al. put forward the nucleation-limited switching (NLS) model as an alternative model for the polarization switching process [86] , in which the region-by-region nucleation and switching take much longer than the domain wall motion. While studying ultra-thin PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films, a domain-free intrinsic mechanism that did not include the ordinary nucleation and domain growth processes was developed [84, 110, 111] . Here, the three previously mentioned theoretical models of ferroelectric switching are summarized.
KAI Model
The KAI model assumes homogeneous nucleation and unlimited domain growth in an infinite media, so it imprecisely matches the polarization switching in ferroelectrics with limited size and polycrystalline films/bulks. However, it is practicable for uniformly polarized single crystals and epitaxial films [89, 112, 113] . The model states that the reversed polarization P(t) and the switching current density I(t) can be denoted as follows: To date, there have been several detailed models proposed to quantitatively explain the mechanism of domain-derived polarization switching dynamics. Originally, in the Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model, the homogeneous formation of numerous nucleations and subsequent forward and sideways domain growth was assumed [89, 90, 108, 109] . Next, Tagantsev et al. put forward the nucleation-limited switching (NLS) model as an alternative model for the polarization switching process [86] , in which the region-by-region nucleation and switching take much longer than the domain wall motion. While studying ultra-thin PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films, a domain-free intrinsic mechanism that did not include the ordinary nucleation and domain growth processes was developed [84, 110, 111] . Here, the three previously mentioned theoretical models of ferroelectric switching are summarized.
The KAI model assumes homogeneous nucleation and unlimited domain growth in an infinite media, so it imprecisely matches the polarization switching in ferroelectrics with limited size and polycrystalline films/bulks. However, it is practicable for uniformly polarized single crystals and epitaxial films [89, 112, 113] . The model states that the reversed polarization P(t) and the switching current density I(t) can be denoted as follows:
where P s stands for spontaneous polarization, t 0 is the characteristic switching time, and n is a parameter valued between 1 and 3, describing both the rate of nucleation and the dimension of subsequent growth. There is no physical meaning for n less than 1.
To date, the KAI model has been reported to perfectly explain the polarization switching in many inorganic ceramics [89] . Hu et al. recently declared that their data suggest that the polarization reversal in P(VDF-TrFE) films could also be well modeled by the classic KAI mechanism, similar to ceramic counterparts with a fast-switching process [90] .
NLS Model
Due to the abovementioned limitation of the KAI model, the NLS model was subsequently constructed as an alternative scenario in [86] . This model assumes that the film consists of many regions that nucleate and switch independently, and it well suited for explaining the switching processes that need much more time in some ferroelectric thin films, where the time of nucleation is much longer than that of domain wall motion [86, 114, 115] . In consideration of the ensemble of the elementary regions, the expression of time-dependent polarization in the KAI model is upgraded with a distribution function of the switching times, written as follows [86] :
where F(log t 0 ) is the distribution function of log t 0 . It should meet the normalizing condition:
The value of n is assumed to be 2 for thin-film ferroelectrics and 3 for bulk ferroelectrics. Jo et al. and Zhukov et al. respectively suggested that the Lorentzian distribution and Gaussian distribution of log t 0 could be applicable for the random electric field distribution [87, 91] . Mao et al. took advantage of the NLS model to fit the independent region-by-region polarization reversal in a polycrystalline P(VDF-TrFE) (100 nm) thin film, and they found that the model described the polarization reversal behavior in the time domain well [88] .
Intrinsic Switching
The studies of ultra-thin PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films prepared by LB method suggest another switching dynamics that differs from nucleation and domain wall motion [84, 116] . Both the KAI model and the NLS model assume a sufficient volume for nucleation and domain growth. Therefore, they are not adequate to explain the switching dynamics in ultra-thin films [117] . Thus, based on the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory, a polarization reversal phenomenon named intrinsic (homogenous) switching was put forward and is illustrated in Figure 8a According to the LGD theory, there is an intrinsic coercive field Ec of an ultra-thin ferroelectric film, which means that upon applying the electric field E < Ec, no polarization switching should occur, only E > Ec can activate the switching process because the highly correlated dipoles in the crystal tend to switch coherently or not at all [84, 85, 117, 119, 120] .
In the absence of nucleation, the expected value of Ec is enormous, on the order 100 MV/m in most ferroelectrics [85] . Ducharme et al. observed the existence of intrinsic switching in P(VDF-TrFE) LB films for the first time. They suggested that the coercive field of P(VDF-TrFE) LB films increases with decreasing thickness at first and then saturates for samples with thickness below a critical value (15 nm), at a magnitude of about 500 MV/m [84] , as shown in Figure 8b . Note that, when the intrinsic switching dominated, the coercive voltage was not more than 5 V because of the extreme small thickness of films. Recently, Paramonova et al. simulated the intrinsic polarization switching process of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) by using the MDS method, and they demonstrated a coercive field lying within 500-2500 MV/m and a critical thickness of 3-6 nm [111] .
Staring from the Landau-Khalatnikov equation, the phenomenon of intrinsic switching is explained as follows:
where and P are the polarization damping coefficient and the spontaneous polarization, respectively. The Gibbs free energy G is assumed to be a function of the spontaneous polarization P, external electric field E, and temperature T, on the basis of the LGD theory.
As shown in Figure 9a , a normalized steady-state P(E) hysteresis loop is obtained by minimizing the Gibbs free energy. With the heavy curves (AB and A'B') denoting stable states, thin curves (BC and B'C') denoting metastable states, and the dotted curve (COC') denoting an unstable state, According to the LGD theory, there is an intrinsic coercive field E c of an ultra-thin ferroelectric film, which means that upon applying the electric field E < E c , no polarization switching should occur, only E > E c can activate the switching process because the highly correlated dipoles in the crystal tend to switch coherently or not at all [84, 85, 117, 119, 120] .
In the absence of nucleation, the expected value of E c is enormous, on the order 100 MV/m in most ferroelectrics [85] . Ducharme et al. observed the existence of intrinsic switching in P(VDF-TrFE) LB films for the first time. They suggested that the coercive field of P(VDF-TrFE) LB films increases with decreasing thickness at first and then saturates for samples with thickness below a critical value (15 nm), at a magnitude of about 500 MV/m [84] , as shown in Figure 8b . Note that, when the intrinsic switching dominated, the coercive voltage was not more than 5 V because of the extreme small thickness of films. Recently, Paramonova et al. simulated the intrinsic polarization switching process of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) by using the MDS method, and they demonstrated a coercive field lying within 500-2500 MV/m and a critical thickness of 3-6 nm [111] .
where ξ and P are the polarization damping coefficient and the spontaneous polarization, respectively. The Gibbs free energy G is assumed to be a function of the spontaneous polarization P, external electric field E, and temperature T, on the basis of the LGD theory. As shown in Figure 9a , a normalized steady-state P(E) hysteresis loop is obtained by minimizing the Gibbs free energy. With the heavy curves (AB and A'B') denoting stable states, thin curves (BC and B'C') denoting metastable states, and the dotted curve (COC') denoting an unstable state, applying an eternal electric field E < E c , the polarization will not cross the unstable state to another stable state, and it returns to its initial stable state from the metastable state [110, 119] . applying an eternal electric field E , the polarization will not cross the unstable state to another stable state, and it returns to its initial stable state from the metastable state [110, 119] . By solving Equation (9), the switching time τ, defined as the time needed by the polarization to change from a stable state to zero, is depicted in Figure 9b . It is obvious that if is not more than Ec, the switching time τ tends to infinity, which mean that the polarization could not be reversed [110] .
After observing the intrinsic switching in ultra-thin P(VDF-TrFE) LB films, and in order to avoid the influence of electrode, Gaynutdinov et al. gave new experimental results, with the help of PFM, to support that the intrinsic switching mechanism does exist at the nanoscale [121, 122] . In addition, Tian et al. observed intrinsic switching in pure PVDF ultra-thin films [116] . Later, intrinsic switching was also found in ultra-thin epitaxial PbTiO3 films and ultra-thin ferroelectric BaTiO3 films [118, 123] .
Application
Nonvolatile Memory
One of the most important applications of PVDF and its copolymers is nonvolatile memory [124] . Memory is expected to possess high speed, energy efficiency, reliability, integration capabilities, and low cost. Over the past few decades, flash memories, dynamic random access memories (DRAMs ), and hard-disk drives (HDDs) have occupied a large part of the memory market with all-around performance [125] . However, each of these three mainstream memories has shortcomings: flash memories suffer from low write and read speeds and a limited number of rewrite cycles; DRAMs are volatile and require frequent refreshes; and HDDs respond slowly to magnetic fields [126] . In order to explore potential memory devices, various mechanisms (e.g., magnetic effects, electrostatic effects, and atomic-configuration-based effects) have been extensively studied, and a large number of corresponding devices have been proposed [127, 128] . Figure 10 shows the exploration of new a device for a next-generation memory cell. By solving Equation (9), the switching time τ, defined as the time needed by the polarization to change from a stable state to zero, is depicted in Figure 9b . It is obvious that if E is not more than E c , the switching time τ tends to infinity, which mean that the polarization could not be reversed [110] .
After observing the intrinsic switching in ultra-thin P(VDF-TrFE) LB films, and in order to avoid the influence of electrode, Gaynutdinov et al. gave new experimental results, with the help of PFM, to support that the intrinsic switching mechanism does exist at the nanoscale [121, 122] . In addition, Tian et al. observed intrinsic switching in pure PVDF ultra-thin films [116] . Later, intrinsic switching was also found in ultra-thin epitaxial PbTiO 3 films and ultra-thin ferroelectric BaTiO 3 films [118, 123] .
Application
Nonvolatile Memory
One of the most important applications of PVDF and its copolymers is nonvolatile memory [124] . Memory is expected to possess high speed, energy efficiency, reliability, integration capabilities, and low cost. Over the past few decades, flash memories, dynamic random access memories (DRAMs), and hard-disk drives (HDDs) have occupied a large part of the memory market with all-around performance [125] . However, each of these three mainstream memories has shortcomings: flash memories suffer from low write and read speeds and a limited number of rewrite cycles; DRAMs are volatile and require frequent refreshes; and HDDs respond slowly to magnetic fields [126] . In order to explore potential memory devices, various mechanisms (e.g., magnetic effects, electrostatic effects, and atomic-configuration-based effects) have been extensively studied, and a large number of corresponding devices have been proposed [127, 128] . Figure 10 shows the exploration of new a device for a next-generation memory cell. Ferroelectric memories store the information by ferroelectric polarization, which can be reversed by an external electric field that exceeds the coercive field. Even if the electric field is removed, the remanent polarization can still maintain state and retain information [129] . For convenience, they are broadly classified into four categories: metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitors, metalferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor (MFIS) diodes, ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET), and the emerging ferroelectric tunneling junction (FTJ). Figure 11 briefly shows their working principles. Ferroelectric memories store the information by ferroelectric polarization, which can be reversed by an external electric field that exceeds the coercive field. Even if the electric field is removed, the remanent polarization can still maintain state and retain information [129] . For convenience, they are broadly classified into four categories: metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitors, metal-ferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor (MFIS) diodes, ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET), and the emerging ferroelectric tunneling junction (FTJ). Figure 11 briefly shows their working principles. Ferroelectric memories store the information by ferroelectric polarization, which can be reversed by an external electric field that exceeds the coercive field. Even if the electric field is removed, the remanent polarization can still maintain state and retain information [129] . For convenience, they are broadly classified into four categories: metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitors, metalferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor (MFIS) diodes, ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET), and the emerging ferroelectric tunneling junction (FTJ). Figure 11 briefly shows their working principles. For the first category, the memory cell can be formed by connecting an MFM capacitor and a transistor in a 2T2C (two-transistor-two-capacitor) or 1T1C (one-transistor-one-capacitor) structure [130] , as shown in Figure 12 . In the early stages of development, a self-referencing 2T2C cell was adopted to ensured stable access operation; later, a 1T1C cell was introduced and shrank the required area by nearly half [1] . However, 1T1C cells operate in a destructive read-out manner, and thus the data have to be restored by a rewriting cycle after readout. For the first category, the memory cell can be formed by connecting an MFM capacitor and a transistor in a 2T2C (two-transistor-two-capacitor) or 1T1C (one-transistor-one-capacitor) structure [130] , as shown in Figure 12 . In the early stages of development, a self-referencing 2T2C cell was adopted to ensured stable access operation; later, a 1T1C cell was introduced and shrank the required area by nearly half [1] . However, 1T1C cells operate in a destructive read-out manner, and thus the data have to be restored by a rewriting cycle after readout. The MFIS diode is another type of memory whose capacitance is controlled by the voltage on the metal electrode. This type of memory shows a capacitance hysteresis between read-write voltage margins. Among PVDF and its copolymers, P(VDF-TrFE) made with the aforementioned spincoating or LB deposition methods is the most reported material for fabricating MFIS diodes [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . Reece et al. prepared a device consisting of a top metal electrode, an LB film of P(VDF-TrFE) (170 nm), and a SiO2 (100 nm) insulating layer on an n-type Si substrate. While the gate voltage was swept between −25 and +25 V, a clear C-V hysteresis was measured [131] . The relatively thick ferroelectric film and insulating layer led to high working voltage, so the thickness was reduced in the following work. Gerber et al. deposited a P(VDF-TrFE) film (36 nm) on thermally oxidized p-type Si (10 nm SiO2), in which C-V hysteresis could be obtained at the sweeping voltage of ±3 V [133] . Fujisaki et al. used Ta2O5 instead of SiO2 as an insulating layer and deposited P(VDF-TrFE) (100 nm) by spin-coating. The voltage sweep range could be decreased to no more than ±5 V to obtain a rectangular C-V hysteresis [135] .
FeFETs have a fundamental structure of metal-ferroelectric-semiconductor (MFS), and an insulator is often sandwiched between the semiconductor and the ferroelectric, forming an MFIS structure to improve the tolerances to severe conditions during the device preparation and to avoid charge injection into inorganic ferroelectrics [2] , as shown in Figure 13 . Although they have a similar structure to MFIS diodes, FeFETs work by utilizing ferroelectric polarization to modulate the channel conductance and differentiate the two logic states in a nondestructive manner [141, 142] . In the past reports, there have been attempts to fabricate FeFETs with ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE), PVDF, and P(VDF-TeFE) [2, [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] . Naber et al. reported high-performance solution-processed FeFETs consisting of a P(VDF-TrFE) gate dielectrics and MEH-PPV (poly[2-methoxy,5-(2΄-ethyl-hexyloxy)-pphenylene-vinylene]) as the semiconductor. The device showed short programming time, long data retention, high programming cycle endurance, and high operation voltage [144] . Park et al. reported FeFETs with MFS structure fabricated by depositing films of PVDF or its copolymers on a silicon substrate. Without the insulating buffer layer, the depolarization field was eliminated, the structure was simplified, and, moreover, the proposed device could work under even lower operation voltage (i.e., less than 1 V) [2] . The MFIS diode is another type of memory whose capacitance is controlled by the voltage on the metal electrode. This type of memory shows a capacitance hysteresis between read-write voltage margins. Among PVDF and its copolymers, P(VDF-TrFE) made with the aforementioned spin-coating or LB deposition methods is the most reported material for fabricating MFIS diodes [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . Reece et al. prepared a device consisting of a top metal electrode, an LB film of P(VDF-TrFE) (170 nm), and a SiO 2 (100 nm) insulating layer on an n-type Si substrate. While the gate voltage was swept between −25 and +25 V, a clear C-V hysteresis was measured [131] . The relatively thick ferroelectric film and insulating layer led to high working voltage, so the thickness was reduced in the following work. Gerber et al. deposited a P(VDF-TrFE) film (36 nm) on thermally oxidized p-type Si (10 nm SiO 2 ), in which C-V hysteresis could be obtained at the sweeping voltage of ±3 V [133] . Fujisaki et al. used Ta 2 O 5 instead of SiO 2 as an insulating layer and deposited P(VDF-TrFE) (100 nm) by spin-coating. The voltage sweep range could be decreased to no more than ±5 V to obtain a rectangular C-V hysteresis [135] .
FeFETs have a fundamental structure of metal-ferroelectric-semiconductor (MFS), and an insulator is often sandwiched between the semiconductor and the ferroelectric, forming an MFIS structure to improve the tolerances to severe conditions during the device preparation and to avoid charge injection into inorganic ferroelectrics [2] , as shown in Figure 13 . Although they have a similar structure to MFIS diodes, FeFETs work by utilizing ferroelectric polarization to modulate the channel conductance and differentiate the two logic states in a nondestructive manner [141, 142] . In the past reports, there have been attempts to fabricate FeFETs with ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE), PVDF, and P(VDF-TeFE) [2, [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] . Naber et al. reported high-performance solution-processed FeFETs consisting of a P(VDF-TrFE) gate dielectrics and MEH-PPV (poly[2-methoxy,5-(2 -ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylene-vinylene]) as the semiconductor. The device showed short programming time, long data retention, high programming cycle endurance, and high operation voltage [144] . Park et al. reported FeFETs with MFS structure fabricated by depositing films of PVDF or its copolymers on a silicon substrate. Without the insulating buffer layer, the depolarization field was eliminated, the structure was simplified, and, moreover, the proposed device could work under even lower operation voltage (i.e., less than 1 V) [2] . In addition to the aforementioned devices, the FTJ structure that was theoretically proposed by Esaki in 1971 [149] is another emerging promising nonvolatile memory. Figure 14a shows an FTJ based on PVDF LB films. The concept was experimentally demonstrated to be available in the 2000s, with the improvement of high-quality thin-film preparation and characterization techniques [150, 151] . Several years later, the phenomenon of resistive switching was unambiguously correlated to the ferroelectricity of the material used, and the relevant theory was developed [152] . The electronic transport interacts with ferroelectricity in a rather complex way, but the main mechanism producing giant tunnel electroresistance (TER) in FTJs is that the asymmetric electronic potential profile induced by polarization charge effects has an average barrier height that changes with the configuration of ferroelectric polarization [153] [154] [155] . Because the tunnel transmission depends exponentially on the square root of the barrier height, the junction resistance depends on the direction of polarization. According to this classic electrostatic model, the tunneling current strongly depends on the electronic properties of the electrode/ferroelectric interfaces in FTJs; as a result, a higher OFF/ON resistance ratio can be achieved by choosing the electrode materials carefully [156] . In addition to the aforementioned devices, the FTJ structure that was theoretically proposed by Esaki in 1971 [149] is another emerging promising nonvolatile memory. Figure 14a shows an FTJ based on PVDF LB films. The concept was experimentally demonstrated to be available in the 2000s, with the improvement of high-quality thin-film preparation and characterization techniques [150, 151] . Several years later, the phenomenon of resistive switching was unambiguously correlated to the ferroelectricity of the material used, and the relevant theory was developed [152] . The electronic transport interacts with ferroelectricity in a rather complex way, but the main mechanism producing giant tunnel electroresistance (TER) in FTJs is that the asymmetric electronic potential profile induced by polarization charge effects has an average barrier height that changes with the configuration of ferroelectric polarization [153] [154] [155] . Because the tunnel transmission depends exponentially on the square root of the barrier height, the junction resistance depends on the direction of polarization. According to this classic electrostatic model, the tunneling current strongly depends on the electronic properties of the electrode/ferroelectric interfaces in FTJs; as a result, a higher OFF/ON resistance ratio can be achieved by choosing the electrode materials carefully [156] . [163] .
A great deal of development is still required before PVDF and its copolymers can be applied in practical FTJ memories. Performance metrics such as energy efficiency, OFF/ON ratios, endurance, data retention, and scalability urgently need to be optimized.
Ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism show many similar features. Analogous to the TER effect in FTJs, the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect exists in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), in which an ultra-thin dielectric layer is sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes [164, 165] . Controlled by a magnetic field, the parallel and antiparallel configurations of the magnetic electrodes correspond to two distinct tunnel resistances of these devices [156] . Thus, the ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism can be coupled in a multiferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ) that sandwiches a ferroelectric tunnel barrier between two ferromagnetic electrodes. Figure 14 [163] .
Ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism show many similar features. Analogous to the TER effect in FTJs, the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect exists in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), in which an ultra-thin dielectric layer is sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes [164, 165] . Controlled by a magnetic field, the parallel and antiparallel configurations of the magnetic electrodes correspond to two distinct tunnel resistances of these devices [156] . Thus, the ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism can be coupled in a multiferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ) that sandwiches a ferroelectric tunnel barrier between two ferromagnetic electrodes. Figure 14b shows the P(VDF-TrFE)-based MFTJ. The MFTJs can generate four distinct resistance states owing to the coupling of inherent TER and TMR effects [155] . Since Gajek et al. first demonstrated MFTJ to be a memory with four resistance states in 2007 [166] , the study of MFTJ has been booming [167] [168] [169] [170] .
Lopez-Encarnacion et al. reported a simulation of employing PVDF as barriers in MFTJs and showed that the combination of the ferroelectric polarization orientations of the barrier and the configurations of electrodes produced multiple conductance states in the devices [171] . Recently, there have been solid-state MFTJs prepared based on PVDF or its copolymers [157, 172] .
Memristive Devices and Artificial Neutral Synapse
A memristor (a contraction of "memory-resistor") is a two-terminal device whose conductance can be tuned by the history of applied voltage and current [173] . It was theoretically conceived and mathematically formulated in the 1970s [174, 175] , and it was subsequently linked to resistive switching devices in 2008 [176] . In the past two decades, memristor technology has attracted considerable interest, and various memristive devices have been reported to be competitive candidates for neuromorphic systems [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] , in-memory logic [184] [185] [186] , and analogue computing [187] .
In a neuromorphic systems, synapses are realized by memristive devices, whose tunable conductance fits well with the synaptic weight in biologically plausible learning rules such as spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) [188] . The desirable performance metrics for organic memristive devices are summarized in Table 2 [189] . In general, the more multilevel states a single device reflects, the better the learning capability that improves the robustness of a network after training. Grouping multiple devices with fewer tunable levels can also achieve higher accuracy, but at the expense of energy and area [190, 191] . FTJs have been demonstrated to be members of memristors [192, 193] . In the past few years, FTJs with various ferroelectric materials (e.g., PVDF [5] , BTO [160] , PZT [159] , and BFO [194] ) were reported, and the physical mechanisms inducing TER also gained further understanding [195] . It is theoretically possible to exploit nonuniform ferroelectric domains, to build a multistate between the highest and lowest resistance states corresponding to the opposite directions of the ferroelectric polarization [193] . Recently, there have also been attempts to apply FTJ synapses in neural networks [196, 197] . However, an FTJ based on a PVDF LB film was demonstrated to have an OFF/ON ratio of >1000% at room temperature [5] , which is still not sufficient. Recently, Majumdar et al. reported organic FTJ memristors for neuromorphic computing. With solution-processable P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer as a barrier, the FTJ behaved as an energy-efficient analog memristor with a broad range of accessible conductance states [198] .
A FeFET is also useful as artificial neural synapse [1] . In this application, the amplitude or duration of an input pulse signal can be adjusted to manage the polarization of the ferroelectric film; thus, the channel conductance can be tunable. Recently, Tian et al. reported a robust FeFET-type artificial neural synapse based on a spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film. Due to the interplay of ferroelectric domains and MoS 2 channel, the conductance of this device can be precisely manipulated at the highest OFF/ON ratio of ≈10 4 , with more than 1000 intermediate states [9] .
Flexible Electronic Devices
Compared with rigid and fragile inorganic materials, PVDF and its copolymers are wildly exploited in flexible electronic devices, mainly energy harvesters, self-powered electronics, and piezoelectric/pyroelectric sensors. Thin films required in these applications were usually fabricated by existing processes, such as spin-coating [199] [200] [201] [202] , solution casting, and electrospinning [203] . Recently, new technologies, such as thermal imprinting [204] , nanoimprinting lithography, and photolithography [205, 206] , were also developed for patterning the prepared films. However, as the most convenient method, the spin-coating method is worth studying, and related remarkable works of applying spin-coated films in the abovementioned categories of the flexible electronic devices are worth reviewing.
Energy harvesters provide a solution to the urgent demands of portable and renewable energy sources by the rapidly evolving technologies, such as mobile communications and personal care. Since the report of piezoelectric zinc oxide nanowire arrays serving as energy harvester [207] , many structures of PVDF-based energy harvester have been explored to improve the energy conversion efficiency. Chen et al. introduced a novel energy-harvester design comprising gold nanoparticles modified electrode and spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film, and they demonstrated an enhanced power density of 1.8 mW/cm 3 , due to the increased effective area for charge collection [199] . Toprak et al. put forward a potentially complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible fabrication by using spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film in microelectromechanical system (MEMS) scale cantilever-type piezoelectric energy harvesters. After applying a sinusoidal excitation causing 500 µm peak tip displacement, they measured an output power density of 97.5 pW/mm 2 in the device [200] . Pi et al. measured an open-circuit voltage of 7 V and a short-circuit current of 58 nA, with current density of 0.56 µA/cm 2 in spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film, as shown in the Figure 15 . Further, an analytical model was developed for an as-prepared energy harvester [201] . Hu et al. demonstrated good stability in a double-layered structure of BT(nanocomposite film of BaTiO 3 and PVDF)/PVDF(film of neat PVDF), and the output voltage and current of the device were 6.7 V and 2.4 µA, respectively [202] .
Taking advantage of the piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity of PVDF-based polymers, pressure and temperature sensors were developed. It is inspiring that the spin-coating method can be integrated with MEMS processes, which facilitate the design of innovative devices [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] . Toprak et al. made a comprehensive characterization of the P(VDF-TrFE) thin films in MEMS applications, including the dielectric constant, dielectric loss factor, and the dependence of the ferroelectric responses on frequency and temperature [208] . Sharma et al. used a standard lithography process to pattern the spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film (1 µm), which was sandwiched between Al and Cr/Au electrodes. They declared that the device was suitable for measuring the real-time pressure in catheter applications, for inherent fast recovery time (0.17 s) and broad working range (0 to 300 mmHg) [209] . Dahiya et al. developed arrays of microelectrode and piezoelectric oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (POSFET) to mimic the sense of touch in humans [210, 211] . As for the pyroelectricity, Viola et al. fabricated a flexible device that couples a charge-modulated organic field-effect transistor (OCMFET) with a P(VDF-TrFE) film for temperature sensing (8 to 50 • C) [213] . current density of 0.56 μA/cm 2 in spin-coated P(VDF-TrFE) film, as shown in the Figure 15 . Further, an analytical model was developed for an as-prepared energy harvester [201] . Hu et al. demonstrated good stability in a double-layered structure of BT(nanocomposite film of BaTiO3 and PVDF)/PVDF(film of neat PVDF), and the output voltage and current of the device were 6.7 V and 2.4 μA, respectively [202] . 
Medical Applications
As a biocompatible material with excellent chemical stability, PVDF is useful in many medical applications that can take advantage of the pyroelectricity and piezoelectricity of PVDF and its copolymers, including human physiological signals detection [214] [215] [216] [217] , tissue engineering scaffolds [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] , and antifouling ultrafiltration membranes [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] .
The main components are the sensors and the actuators used for detecting human physiological signals, such as temperature and pulse waves. Tien et al. constructed a device array of pressure and temperature sensor pixels on top of a flexible platform, to mimic the functions of a human finger. Each pixel was a flexible FET with an organic semiconductor (pentacene) as the channel and a nanocomposite material (a mixture of BaTiO 3 nanoparticles and P(VDF-TrFE)) as the gate dielectric. The device could respond to temperature and pressure in a distinguishable manner and kept high sensitivity, which gives it the potential application as electric skin [215] . Trung et al. fabricated flexible and transparent FETs, with a reduced graphene oxide (R-GO)/P(VDF-TrFE) nanocomposite channel as a sensing layer by spin-coating. The device was capable of detecting small temperature changes (0.1 • C) and was highly sensitive to human-body temperature [216] . Shin et al. employed a ZnO nanoneedle/PVDF hybrid film in a wearable and wireless pressure sensor that could monitor heart rate without distortion or time delay [214] .
The piezoelectricity of PVDF and its copolymers has also drawn attention in tissue engineering applications [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] . In early studies, piezoelectricity was predicted to be a universal property of living tissue, and it may play an important part in certain physiological phenomena [229] [230] [231] . Thus, with the higher piezoelectric response among optional materials, PVDF and its copolymers have been fabricated into several typical morphologies, such as films, fibers, porous membranes, and 3D porous scaffolds for different applications in tissue engineering, mainly for bone, muscle, and nerve regeneration [222] . However, electrospinning is generally adopted in most reports about PVDF and its copolymers in tissue engineering. Ferreira et al. demonstrated that electroactive macroporous P(VDF-TrFE) films of different thickness could also be fabricated by spin-coating, and they showed the material's potential for smart scaffolds in tissue engineering [218] . There are also works suggesting that cell-material interactions and thrombus formation can be solved by improving the hydrophobic surface of PVDF for better biocompatibility. Taking advantage of non-mammalian sources of collagen, Wang et al. produced bioactive PVDF with comparable cell-material interactions and hemocompatibility [223] .
Finally, composites of PVDF with materials such as TiO 2 and MXene to form antifouling ultrafiltration membranes have shown noteworthy performance. Teow et al. incorporated TiO 2 nanoparticles into a spin-coated PVDF membrane via phase inversion and colloidal precipitation. The membrane showed high permeability, with superior retention properties to humic acid [224] . Rajavel et al. prepared Ti 3 C 2 Tx-coated PVDF membranes that could effectively inactivate Escherichia coli, thus preventing biofilm formation on the active membrane surfaces and showing high potential for antibiofouling [227] .
Outlooks
Nowadays, the fields of nonvolatile memory, artificial neural networks, and flexible electronic devices are rapidly developing and are certainly the most influential research areas in the next few years. The unique ferroelectricity and flexibility of PVDF and its copolymers makes prototype devices based on them promising in commercial applications. Meanwhile, extensive research into the processes that can optimize the thin films is ongoing. The spin-coating method generally produces high-quality and thickness-controllable thin film through convenient and repeatable steps. Combining with lithography process, the applicable scope is further expanded. Besides, proper nanocomposite filters in the solution used for film preparation can enhance the film's performance. Despite these advantages, the drawbacks of the spin-coating method are obvious: that post-treatments, such as annealing, stretching, and poling, are generally necessary to improve the ferroelectricity of prepared sample. As for the LB method, it is well-known for the ability of producing ultra-thin films of even several nanometers. PVDF-based films prepared in this method are occupied primarily in memories up to now. However, the film of several monolayers must be treated as a two-dimensional material, which could integrate and interact with other new functional materials. In addition to these two methods, electrospinning is popular and wildly used in preparing flexible energy harvester and sensors. Furthermore, patterning thin films into required forms is another tendency of processes based on thermal imprinting and nanoimprinting are developed.
With the help of relatively mature technologies for characterizing piezoelectric, ferroelectric, dielectric properties, and morphology of PVDF-based polymer films, underlying physics, such as the polarization switching mechanism, size effect, and domain wall, have been elaborated for designing new devices. Although PVDF and its copolymers are irreplaceable among organic ferroelectrics, their inorganic competitors, such as BaTiO 3 , LiNbO 3 , and Hf 0.5 Zr 0.5 O 2 , have higher spontaneous polarization. In particular, Hf 0.5 Zr 0.5 O 2 is considered to be the most industry-relevant ferroelectric material that is lead-free and compatible with current semiconductor manufacturing techniques. Extensive research still needs to be performed, focusing on putting the PVDF-based materials into practical use.
Conclusions
A comprehensive introduction and analysis of PVDF and its copolymers prepared via spin-coating and LB methods are presented in this review. PVDF is a material that combines flexibility and electroactive responses, and significant achievements have been made toward understanding the underlying physical mechanisms and putting them to use; however, there are still details that need to be considered for some critical technologies. For the applications mentioned above (especially memories and artificial synapses), the spin-coating and LB methods are both suitable for mass production, due to the cheap raw materials and facile processes. For medical applications, the processes of PVDF and its copolymers are not limited to spin-coating and LB methods; by adopting proper approaches, one can take full advantage of the materials. 
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